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PRESIDENT TAKESO: To Hand Over Mainichi To Us!


date: July 17, 1941

THE PRESS AND THE COMMUNITY

By N. Takahashi, President & Manager

A news publication is a lawnmower, a government ad

simulating the noise and employ of a community. The

press has been reported to have one said. As a matter of fact, some

extremes go to the extent of saying that a newspaper is sup

posed to be in the position of an echo chamber, following with

three conditions, among reporters there are those who have

written the title in thousands of human society. It may be said to

some extent that all of these claims possess some truth in them.

There is no question that a progressive press is one of the

most important mediums in helping modern society to

function properly in all its phases and for this reason, it has

been accepted as one of the indispensable necessities of

everyday life.

Consequently, the quality of a newspaper and its scope of

circulation bring about intimate influence and poses direct

effect upon human society. Considerable interest, therefore,

should be shown by the press and the community alike on the

question of the type of news paper published in a given

society and to the extent of its variety, which after all will go a
to a long way toward proper progress of human society and

removing its existing evils. Without fear of being re

futed, it may be said, therefore, that the progress or dete

mination of the press, in turn, depends almost entirely on the

understanding and support it derives from the community

in which it finds its existence.

There is no business enterprise that can be successfully

conducted without care and supervision. The news publica

tion business, however, must be considered as one of the

difficult to comprehend among all enterprises. Because of the

dual nature, a business enterprise for profit making on one

hand and the important function as a medium of human

benefit of the community, subject to public criticism as no other

business, the community has to continue to keep in mind that it

cannot look to profit-making alone. For these reasons, the

news media has such a hold on modern society that it has

become a generally accepted principle that an individual who

pays no attention to newspapers or a community not suffi

ciently interested in their publication should not be allowed to

publish a newspaper. It finds difficult to take its or proper

place because it is the only way to have the benefit of truth in

being a properly edited paper. In its service to the

community and the people, a newspaper publication that finds its highest

and noblest mission.

The thirty-five-year period of existence and history of the

Hawaiian Mainichi has been one filled with hardships and

difficulties. As we reflect upon the past, we are

filled with mixed emotions. Fortunately, we have enjoyed

good fortune and guidance from the highest positions of

our country, the secretary of state and other officials, editors

and publishers, and the people in general. For all of us, this is

filled with the desire to achieve a higher standard of living.

Our long life of thirty-five years in this community, we owe to

the faithful and constant support from the community.

In publishing our thirty-fifth anniversary number, we feel

particularly honored and indebted to all of those people who

sent us their messages of encouragement and good wishes.

Upon this occasion, which celebrates the 55th Anniversary

of the founding of your organization in Hilo, I wish to take this opportu

nity of congratulating the Hawaiian Mainichi on the past that has

consistently played in the Community Progress and Life.

Just as this community was small in size thirty

years ago, this newspaper, borne with the

spirit of the community, was small in size as the

community grew, the paper grew along with it; until today, we are just as

proud of the Hawaiian Mainichi as we are with the growth of the

community.

Congratulations and aloha.

Chairman & Executive Officer
County of Hawaii
Spaul Samuel M. Spencer

NORIHI TAKESO

June 4, 1941

I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of May twenty-third in which you were good enough to inform me of your plans for the Hawaiian Mainichi and re

quest to me to contribute an article.

I should be very glad to be of feasible assist

ance but I am so occupied with the many delicate

and acute problems confronting the Department,

many of them of the most urgent nature, that I

am in deep regret. I am obliged to refrain for the time

being from undertaking the preparation of further

articles and statements of the character you

request.

I am sorry I cannot send you a more favorable

reply but I feel sure you will understand and appreci

iate my situation.

Sincerely yours,

(Sgd) Fornell Hull

Secretary of State

June 7, 1941

Allow me to extend my warmest congratula

ions to you and to the Hawaiian Mainichi on the

occasion of the thirty-fifth anniversary of that

paper.

I know that your readers join me in these congra

tulations. Your record of service to the com

munity in which our newspaper is published is

outstanding.

I am happy to have the opportunity to join

with the people of Hilo in expressing my best w

ishes for the continued success of your paper, and to ex

tend to you and those associated with you my warmest
n
Tho.

Sincerely yours,

(Sgd) Samuel Wilder King

Delegate in Congress

June 13, 1941

I wish to congratulate you on the anniversary of your establishment.

On the occasion when your paper has come to my attention, I have been grati

fied to know your interest in civic and community affairs.

Aloha and best wishes for many more prosper

ous and useful years.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd) Clyde F. Crawford

Principal, Hilo High School

EARLY HURDLES OF MAINICHI ARE

TIVELY TOLD BY PRESIDENT SINCE BEGINNING AND THE HALF DECADES AGO

Fifty-Year History Shows Ultimate

Triumph Over Continuous Hardships

By NORIHI TAKESO

President of The Mainichi, Inc.

It was in 1906 that the Hawaiian Mainichi pub

lished its first newspaper and this year will round out its

fiftieth anniversary since organization. Mr. Kuriaki E. Egami

first headed the newspaper firm and in 1912 Mr. Atsune

Hayakawa. I undertook its management as the third

partner Arthur Jones (April 15, 1927), almost exactly 20 years ago.

The 80th issue of the paper had been issued when I took

over, but today we publish the 80,000th number and feel greatly honored to be able to observe

the fiftieth anniversary today.

In the first years of its existence, the Hawaiian Mainichi

was not destined to become a generally accepted principle that an indi

vidual who

become a generally accepted principle that an indi

individual who

purposes and programs.

Anxiety

My anxiety, however, during these three hours

has been to establish a legible and sound text. In fact, there are a

number of problems, but I have learned that a journalist, as is

true of many other persons, is interested in these problems.

In that way, this big goal has not been beyond my reach. I

The result of this cannot be for us.

crafted out of nothing but the hard work, the

exercise, and the care that the editors and publishers of the Mainichi

have given it. Indeed, there is a definite plan to improve it further.

or officers of the Hawaiian Mainichi.

As a result, I have been fortunate in being able to

prepare and spend a great deal of time on the

question of whether it can be improved to a certain

degree, but it has never been approached as

newspaper. This is the first time that I can

say that the same thing has been

realized, even at the cost of a considerable

amount of work and time. However, I

think we have now accomplished the

task, and I feel sure that the public may be able to

comfortably read this newspaper. I

will never allow one to go through this
country. The newspaper of the

Japanese people of Hawaii.

In my endeavor to assure that the

paper might be improved to a

certain extent, I conducted

a series of surveys and

and revised it. I felt

that the strength behind it is

Japanese ancestry and I realize

that the Mainichi is the true

representative of the principal

and ideals of an American

people, may it preserve and continue

throughout the years to come.

Very sincerely,

(Sgd) V. K. Burton

Liaison Officer, 45th Infantry

Commanding

The Press and the Community

July 17, 1941

Presbyterian Church
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United States-Japan Tension

HAWAII CALLED GOODWILL STEPPING-STONES
PROMOTING REVIVAL OF AMITY BETWEEN TWO NATIONS BORDERING ON THE PACIFIC OCEAN

Principles Embodied In First U. S. -Nippon Treaty Should Act As Future Guide

Between Two Countries

It affords me a great deal of pleasure to offer my sincere felicitations to the President and the friends of the Hawaii Mainichi. This happy and significant occasion of the 35th anniversary of the publication of the paper and to extend my hearty greetings to American citizens of Japanese descent, their families and their friends in the Territory of Hawaii.

I am particularly delighted to join the congratulations stated for the occasion which was given when the Hawaii Mainichi has been pleased to extend its number of 35 years of its existence. I can hardly evangelize the fact that one of the first major papers in this country and the world is the Hawaii Mainichi. It is a paper which has played a significant role in the Pacific area, and has always been very much appreciated by our friends in Hawaii. I am very pleased to see that the Hawaii Mainichi is still flourishing, as it is for the benefit of the community.

I have just come back from a trip to Japan, and I am aware that the influences of the war have been greatly felt in that country. It is a matter of great concern that the war in the Pacific area has become a reality, which is now a fact, and that the war has become a matter of greater concern for the future of the world. It is for this reason that I am most pleased to extend my congratulations to the Hawaii Mainichi, the first U. S. -Nippon newspaper, on its 35th anniversary.

In conclusion, it is my hope that the Hawaii Mainichi will continue to flourish, and that it will continue to play a significant role in the Pacific area.

(Continued from Page Two.)

On the occasion of the Hawaii Mainichi’s 35th ANNIVERSARY

The Von Hamm-Young Co., Ltd., extends its congratulations to one kamaaina firm to another.

We have enjoyed our business relations with the Hawaii Mainichi since the founding of the Hilo Branch of The Von Hamm-Young Co., Ltd. in 1912 and we look forward for many more years of cooperation and friendship.

(Continued on Page Four)

NATIONAL PARKS ARE CONSIDERED IMPORTANT FACTORS IN PROMOTING NATION’S MORALITY

Statement on the Ratification of the Inter-American Convention on Nature Conservation and Wildlife Preservation

At this time when the minds and hands of men and women are engaged in strengthening the armed defenses of its several countries and the hemisphere, it is important for the hemisphere to maintain a comprehensive program of sphere-wide conservation measures which have been undertaken and made effective in the space of a few months.

PARK HEAD

In the last years of the period of isolation, the United States and Japan, now members of the Inter-American Nature Protection and Wildlife Committee, have taken a number of steps toward the maintenance of natural resources. One of the steps is the ratification of the Inter-American Convention on Nature Conservation and Wildlife Preservation. This convention aims at the establishment of an international organization to promote the conservation of natural resources.

The convention is designed to create a single, unified system of conservation policies for the hemisphere, which would cover all aspects of the conservation of natural resources. The convention is expected to cover such areas as the protection of wild life, the preservation of natural habitat, and the prevention of pollution.

The convention is expected to be signed by all the countries of the hemisphere, and it is expected to come into force within a year after the signatures are exchanged. The convention is expected to be a significant step in the conservation of natural resources in the hemisphere.
The Hawaii Mainichi

DEAD ENDS AND FERNANDO POE. As the boy a talented boy, is "The Pioneers," exciting western.


HONOKA YA: Haru Furu, a member of the Youth in Friendship to Buddhism.

HOLLO THEATER

"The Vatervater," starring, revolving audience action, starring Gary Cooper, begins a Thursday engagement of the theater, now running.

Gary Cooper, star of the film "Hawaii," has a notable role in the "The Vatervater," directed by Judge Roy Heath, "Law of the West," of which he is the author. The play is based on the story of a young, romantic, adventurous boy.

Walter Brennan portrays Judge Roy Heath, and "Law of the West," of which he is the author. The play is based on the story of a young, romantic, adventurous boy.

Curtis S. Smith, who has been selected for the lead role of the "Vatervater," was born in Honolulu.

PALACE THEATER

As an American as nativity and hot dogs and the Grand Ole Opry are "Cuban Side," the most recent hit of the Palace theater, will be presented Thursday at the Palace theater.

JAPANESE PEOPLE LIVING IN THE UNITED STATES

Custums and Habits

These efforts cannot fail to be successful if you enjoy your support.

Hilo THEO

BARBER AND ALGAE.

YU.BY ORATORY (Continued from Page Four)
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Japanese AC Plays Pirates For Second Spot In Loop

**BATTING ORDER SPELLS WORRY FOR MANAGERS**

**TERMS MEET HAWAINIANS IN NIGHTCAP**

**WHIRLAWAY WINS RACE AT ARLINGTON PARK**

**DOKURITSU IN BEST CHANCE TO COP TITLE**

**DOYLMEN NAVIGATE MEANINGFUL HASSLES-HAVING CHANCE**

**THREE SKINNY SQUADS FOR SECOND RUN**

**FIRE, FREDIE, TINO, TRIBE, MURPHY**

**TIME PAY PLAN USED IN BUYING SMALL PLANES**

**BATTLEFACTORY**

**PACIFIC FOREST**

**HALIFAX, BANNOCKBURN AND MESSERS MADONNA**

**WHEN THE HAWAINIANS MEET**

**THE HAWAINIANS**

**LEADING TEAMS IN NISEI LOOP IN TOUGH GAMES**

**JUNIOR SOFTBALL LOOP OPENS SECOND ROUND**

**SOUTHERN LEAGUE**

**HAWAII MAINICHI**

**NEW YORK (UP)—That bright window seen in the baseball manager’s room at midnight is something burning to catch unwary stouts and more often it’s the head of a hard-working “on-deck-order-usher,”’’ a new buddy of National League pilots this morning.

The eight-convention ball has been a busy one so far. Today in the National League there were 32 games. Among all the aircraft outside ofsalmon and pheasant, one of the odder sights in the order was the end of the day, a small white steamer named the New York. The crew was complete, and all signs seemed to indicate that the small airship was the last of the fleet which had been the target of the little correspondence of the last few days.

As for the weather, it was fine.

The New York’s journey took it to the resort island of Hawaii. The entire trip was without incident.

The New York is a small steamer, and they are not the kind of vessels that are built for such a purpose. The New York has been used for a number of years, and is a small one.

She is not a very large ship, but she is well equipped for the trip. The New York is a small steamer, and they are not the kind of vessels that are built for such a purpose. The New York has been used for a number of years, and is a small one.
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松岡外相欠席

上院陸軍委員会に提出

残る遺産十万弗

全米の日系市民

全米私有財産徴用法案

軍事顧問

池田常熟水製造所

セブンアップ

飲料

ヒロに

池田常熟水製造所

三ト五周年

祝布嘔每日三十五周年

アメリカン貯蓄貸附協会

支配人

ヒロに

久長久吉

長期改

フィナフィ・フィナ

土屋国満

祝布嘔每日三十八周年

アメリカン貯蓄貸附協会

支配人

ヒロに

電話

-central

American Savings & Loan Association

815 Fort Street, Honolulu, T. H.

and 333 Waiikiemui Ave., Hilo, Hawaii

(Hilo Branch)
年週五十三刊創日每哇布祝
昨来復の好転といろだ

在留同胞一同

祝布哇毎日創刊三十五週年

オーカラ日本語学校

在留同胞一同

北川商会

ホノルルペーパー會社

長迫忠志

HONOLULU PAPER CO.

祝布哇毎日創刊三十五週年

ホノルル建築金融會社
話念記年周五三刊創

冗談と言ふのが好きです。

旅順陥落の歓喜

公会堂問題起こる

桑井巫女との争奪戦

絵手差しの数えを演ずる

祝布哇毎日創刊三十五周年

紅酸治療

御料理

夏乃家

水本健三

佐藤圭一

中村商店

水木以下

松本永次郎

今田谷次

山東庄八

緒方三藏

杉田藤右衛門

松枝大船約

日米興業株式會社

布哇支店

木村宗雄

電話三六五八
日系兵士と日縁
三十前のコナの思出

庭を眺めつつ、

日系毎日三十五周年

祝 布哇每日三十五周年

ホノル、市南ホテル街八〇一

岡崎 整復 院

ホノル、古傳館

院主 岡崎 星 史 朗